Abstract. We obtain an almost sure approximation of a martingale with values in a real separable Hubert space H by a suitable //-valued Brownian motion.
1. Introduction. In his fundamental papers Strassen [15, 16] established almost sure invariance principles first for sums of independent identically distributed random variables with zero means and unit variances and later for certain classes of martingales. These are almost sure approximations of such sums or martingales by standard Brownian motion. Several authors subsequently built upon this foundation by producing invariance principles for sums of weakly dependent random variables. A crucial step in common to the proofs of these results is an approximation of the partial sums by a martingale to which the Skorohod imbedding theorem is applied. Yet as these methods rely on the Skorohod imbedding theorem their use is ostensibly restricted to real valued random variables.
To get beyond this barrier Berkes and Philipp [1] developed a different method based on the approximation of weakly dependent random vectors by independent variables having prescribed distributions. This method has been applied to obtain almost sure invariance principles for sums of mixing random variables with values in a separable Hubert or Banach space (see [4] and [11] ).
We complete here one circle in this sphere of ideas by approximating martingale differences by independent Gaussian vectors. Indeed we prove an almost sure invariance principle for martingales with values in a Hilbert space.
Let {xn; n > 1} be a sequence of random vectors assuming values in a separable Hilbert space (H,\ • |) with inner product (• , •>. Let £" be the a-field generated by xx,...,xn and £0 the trivial a-field. We denote by En(-) the conditional expectation operator E(-\ tn_,). For the purposes of this paper we assume that 0 < E \ xn \2 < oo and Enxn = 0 for all « > 1. Thus, {xn, £"; « > 1} is a martingale difference sequence.
We define for each n the (random) conditional covariance operator an: -°n
We have def °°( 11) tr(a")= 2(el,a"(e,))=En\xn\2. t=i
Here {e,} denotes a complete orthonormal basis for H. Write Our main result is the following. Theorem 1. Let {xn, tn; n > 1} be a martingale difference sequence with values in a real separable Hilbert space of dimension é/< oo. Let /^ oo be a nondecreasing function tending to oo along the positive real axis such that f(x)log"x/x is nonincreasing in x for some a > 50d (if d = oo we interpret this last condition to mean that it holds for all large a). Suppose that Vn-* oo a.s. and (1.4) Z>= lE{\x"\2l(\x"\2>f(V"))/f(Vn)}<oe.
Suppose that there is some probability measure p on H having mean zero and finite second moment so that, upon defining the operator A by
we have (1.5) £supexp(||^-^||//(Fj)<oo.
«SI
Then without changing its probability law we can redefine the sequence {x", n > 1} on a richer probability space on which there exists a mean zero Brownian motion {X(t); t >■ 0} with values in H and covariance operator A such that with probability I,
To get some feeling for the role that / plays in this theorem, observe that if {x", n > 1} has uniformly bounded (2 + ô)th moments for 0 < ô < 1 and if Vn > en almost surely with some constant c > 0 then (1.4) is satisfied with f(x) = x]~e for any 0 < e < 5/4. Moreover the error term in (1.6) valid for d < oo is in any case 0(tl/2/logt). Condition (1.5) might also require some explanation. It guarantees that the averages {An/Vn; « > 1} are "close to" a nonrandom covariance operator A. Thus, condition (1.5) provides that in the limit the clock [An] , governing the martingale {2r<¿x,;> £"; « > 1}, runs along a one-dimensional time scale.
There are several well-known applications of relation (1.6). These result from properties of Brownian motion which carry over to the process í 2*»-i(K«í);'>o] Vns*l ;
subject to the quality of the error term in (1.6). For example, without restriction on d one obtains the functional law of the iterated logarithm (stated for Brownian motion in [15] when d < oo and in [10] when d = oo) since the error term in (1.6) is always o((t log log t)l/2). For each d < oo one obtains an upper and lower class refinement of the classical law of the iterated logarithm since the error term 0(tl/2/logt) is sufficient for this purpose. (See for instance the proof of Theorem 5.1 in [8] . The upper and lower class refinement is formulated for Revalued Brownian motion in Theorem 2.2 of [12] : to get a statement that is valid for / near oo make a time inversion.) In the same way one obtains (with d < oo) upper and lower class refinements of Chung's law of the iterated logarithm for the maxima of partial sums (see Theorem 6.1 of [9] for a statement of these results for Brownian motion). Also for d < oo the functional central limit theorem follows at once (divide relation (1.6) by ft and let t -» oo) and a central limit theorem with remainder can be derived directly from the tail estimates (2.18) below. Strassen's [16] theorem. Namely, first we assume that the series in (1.4) converges. This is in contrast to almost sure convergence of the series gotten by replacing E(-) with £"(•) in the «th summand of (1.4). Second our class of functions / is somewhat smaller and third, our error term is weaker. Yet, while in some special cases we have obtained an error term comparable to Strassen's we will not present the details since this error term is itself weaker than the one given subsequent to [16] by Jain, Jogdeo and Stout [8] ,
In going from d = 1 to d > 1 it is interesting to note that, even in the case of independent random vectors, a new phenomenon arises. As an illustration, consider a sequence {v"; « > 1} of independent identically distributed random variables with standard normal distribution A(0,1). Let {ex, e2) be a set of orthogonal unit vectors in R2 and define for 2" *s n < 2r+' and v s* 0 iy"ex if v is even, " \yne2 if pis odd.
Then, clearly, without isolating the components of the vectors x" one cannot achieve a useful approximation of their partial sums by any Brownian motion in R2. Nevertheless, for independent random vectors, even in the absence of condition (1.5), an approximation result can be obtained by introducing an //-valued Wiener process A indexed by the collection Q of nonnegative symmetric trace class operators. More precisely let (A(C); C G G) be a separable Gaussian process with values in H such that (i)A(0) = 0.
(ii) For every C E G, X(C) has the Gaussian distribution with mean zero and covariance operator C.
(iii)A(C,),A(C, +C2)~ X(CX ),..., X(CX + ■■■ +C")~ X(CX + ■ -■ +Cn_x) are independent random vectors for any Cx,...,Cn E G. This process is suitable for approximating partial sums of independent random vectors even when the clock of the partial sum process runs along an infinite-dimensional time scale. 2 *, -X(An)
For technical reasons we were unable to obtain a result for martingales corresponding to Theorem 2 with d > 1. Condition (1.5) grew out of our efforts in this direction.
The condition a > 50d can be somewhat relaxed but to avoid hampering the exposition we employ the condition as stated. In §2 we prove Theorem 1 in case d < oo and then use its proof in §3 to obtain (1.6) for d -oo. The proof of Theorem 2 is similar to that of Theorem 1 so we omit it. We mention finally that the Vinogradov symbol, « , appearing below carries the same meaning as the big oh symbol of Landau.
Proof of Theorem 1 (d < oo).
2.1. Preliminaries. We begin with a few simple lemmas and definitions. Lemma 2.1. For any random time r and any number M > 0 we have
Proof. Evidently
Hence, the result follows from (1.4) and Markov's inequality. D
We put g(x) = x/f(x) and define for k > 1
Remark. In §3 Proof. Because/(x) = x/g(x) is nondecreasing,
since also g is increasing. Thus,
Consequently,
This proves half of the lemma. To prove the second half, observe that g(xy/a -log x is nondecreasing. So, exp{g(xy/a)/g-i(g(x))^exp{g(yy/a)/g-\g(y))^x<y.
Thus,
This implies the second half of the lemma in the same way as before. D We set t(0) = 0 and define r(k) inductively by Km-ï>Km-*5df{v«v)
except on a set of probability « k~5d. Thus, aside from this small set, (2.1) and (2.2) yield that '* > Km-i » <*0 -*"/*('*)) > tk(i -k~20d).
The lemma follows now via easy calculations. D 2.2. The skeleton process. Recalling (1.3), (2.1 ) and (2.2) we define
Center z*k at its conditional expectation by writing
Proof. The expectation of the inner sum does not exceed
Therefore, as/is nondecreasing, e( 2 2«n^-^l)« 2 P/2(h)«M-p/2(tM+x).
V A:<A/+1 «sl k1M+\
With an application of the Borel Cantelli lemma we thus bound the order of magnitude of the total sum by M^fX/2(tM+\) a-SFinally, using (2.2) and Lemma 2.2,
E{xnk ^ znkfor infinitely many pairs (n, k)} =0.
Proof. Evidently 2* "», P{xnk ¥^ z*k) < D. Hence, the Borel Cantelli lemma implies the result. D We put (2) (3) (4) (5) Znk -¿4 zvk, ¿k = Zook, ik = LT(k)_x and (2-6) Tnk sr 2 7**» r* = rocŵ here ynk = ((y"k(i, j)), 1 « 1,7 < d) is the matrix with entries
We call the process {2A.«" h\/2Zk, %; « > 1} the skeleton process of the given martingale. In the sequel we approximate this process by {A(r"), « s* 1} which is the corresponding skeleton process for the Hence, since (w, r"^w)^ (u, Tku) for all « and all n > 1,
In view of (2.8), this concludes the proof of the lemma. D 2.3. A conditional central limit theorem. For the proof of our theorem, we will eventually apply Theorem 1 of [1] to the sequence {Zk,' §k; k > 1}. To this end we shall establish the following proposition. Denote E( We now apply twice Lemma Al of [1] . In the first application we choose Sx = S2 = S3 = (Rd)cc and £ the joint distribution of the martingale difference sequence {xn, « > 1} and {Zk, k> 1} and G the joint distribution of the (redefined) sequence [Zk, k 2* 1} and [Uk, k > 1). In the second application we choose Sx = (Rd)x, S2 = (Rd)M and 53 = C^[0, tM] for fixed M E Z+ and £ the joint distribution of the (redefined) sequences {xn,n> 1} and {Uk, k s* 1} and G the joint distribution of (X(tk)) -{X(tk_x),l ^ k ^ M) and [X(t),Q < t<tM). By the conclusion of Lemma Al of [1] we obtain a consistent system of distributions as M ranges through Z+ .
Thus by Kolmogorov's theorem, the above remarks, (2 2xa-\(Vn<t)-X(t)\<hl¿llsup\ZHM+l\+ 2 hY2l\z"k-z*k\
Proof of Theorem 1 (d -oo).
Our plan is to approximate the difference sequence of the skeleton process by finite-dimensional random variables. The dimension dk of the approximating k th difference will be allowed to tend to infinity at a slow rate. As indicated in the remark preceding Lemma 2.2, we can thereby use much of the material developed in §2. But, of course, at some point we must treat the difference between the given martingale and its approximation. In essence, our success hinges on a proof of a bounded law on the iterated logarithm for //-valued martingales. This is given in §3.2. Besides the properly modified versions of the lemmas of §2 we need several more lemmas, some of which will contribute directly to the final estimate (3.27) below.
Recalling the definition of g(x) = x/f(x) and the hypotheses on / we conclude that for some a(x) Î oo g(x) = exp(-a(x)loglogx)-Because max{/(x), xexp(-(loglogx)2)} still satisfies the hypotheses of the theorem, we can assume without loss of generality that a(x) < log log x.
We define for k > 1 This is immediate from its proof since by (3.1) dk « log k. 3.1. Maximal inequalities. We need a minor extension of Burkholder's square function inequality for martingales. (3.5) tn±xnU-%\xn\*<jXVnl), Xnk=l(r(k-l)<n<T(k)).
We apply Lemma 3.1 with p -4 and § = ffc_, to the martingale {h\/2Znk, £" V §£_,; n> 1} and obtain using (2.4), (2.5), and (3.6),
<M[ 2 (\tn\2 + En{\tn\2)fXnk} «SI +£**( 2 (|£"|2 + £"(|I"|2))x"a 2 {\U2 + Em(\U2))xmk} 1«SI l«m<« ' = 1 + 11 (say).
To treat I, we estimate one factor | £" |2 + £"(| £" |2) by f(tk). This can be done in light of (3.5) and (2.3). Thus, by (3.1), (3.2) and (2.1),
«f(tk)(hk+f(tk))«h2.
Similarly, "«£**{ 2x"*£"(|£«l2)-2 xmk{\U2 + Em(\U2)) «si ISm<n «{hk+f(tk))E*{ 2 Xmk{\U2 + Em(\U2)) «hkE*k\ 2 X^^d^l2)]«^-
The next lemma is an infinite-dimensional analogue of Lemma 2.6. Lemma 3.3. As k -» oo we have with probability 1 suphy2\Znk\«ty2.
«SI
Proof. This follows at once from Markov's inequality, Lemma 3.2 and the Borel Cantelli lemma since, by (3.1), 1k^\h2ktk2 « 2fc>, k~3/2 < oo. D
The next lemma serves the same purpose as the preceding one. Namely, it gives us a bound on the fluctuation of the Brownian motion within the gaps left by its skeleton process. It is an easy consequence of Fernique's theorem [5] and the Borel Cantelli lemma. Proposition 2. As m -* oo we have with probability 1 2 hY2Qk(Zk) = o{(tmloglogtJ/2).
k^m As mentioned in the introductory remarks of this section, Proposition 2 amounts to a bounded law of the iterated logarithm. As a rule these are proved by establishing exponential bounds. Unfortunately for Banach spaces, such bounds are available only in the presence of certain dependence structures, like those embodied by tp-mixing or absolutely regular sequences (see [9, Proposition 3.1] and [4, §8] ). For martingales and strongly mixing random variables as well, only the Hilbert space case can be treated so far. This treatment is accomplished by a device, due to Goodman, Kuelbs and Zinn [7, p. 731] which will allow us to reduce considerations for //-valued martingales to the study of real-valued martingales. (For the strong mixing case, see [4] .) We will need a variant of one of their lemmas for use in the same context. Its proof is left to the reader. Then (see [7, relation (4. 28)]) (3-8) |£J2= 2 I", I2+ 2 2 fo,n-i>.
In Lemma 3.6 we prove that the first sum in (3.8) is small. The estimate of the second sum depends on the observation that it is close to a martingale to which, when properly truncated, the standard exponential bound applies. By (3.6) and Lemma 3.2
Therefore, by (3.1) it is enough to prove: where / denotes the identity operator. Then {wk,'9k; k> 1} is a martingale difference sequence. Next, we see that these alterations do not spoil things. To prove (3.12) we note that Ek*(ukTk_x)= 0 since, as already observed, {Tm, ^m; m » 1} is a martingale. Thus, relation (3.12) follows just as above from the estimate t-k'E\E*((uk, Tk_x)-1(| (uk, Tk.{)\> *"'/%)) | «/cVV£{£,*(| W,£*-,>|4)} «k-9/s. □ Lemma 3.8. As k -» oo we have with probability 1 E*k{(uk,Tk_x)2)=o(hk\Tk"x\2).
Proof. Using Lemma 3.2, Cauchy's inequality, the conditional version of Lebesgue's dominated convergence theorem, (2.5) and the orthogonality of the sequence (zrk, v > 1} with respect to £* we obtain E*((Zk, e,)(Zk, ej)) = lim E*((Znk, e,)(Znk,ej)) «-•00 (3.15) = lim 2 Et((zvk,e,)(zvk,ej)).
«f« ,= i
To simplify notation we set Qk ' = trM -trk for M > k. We apply Lemma 3.2, Cauchy's inequality and the knowledge that Qjf has operator norm bounded by 1. Thus for any //-valued random variable 0 which is measurable with respect to S^_, and has | 8 |< 1, we have using (3.15) and (2. Proof. We follow Goodman, Kuelbs and Zinn [7] , Put We are ready to complete the proof of Proposition 2. By (3.8), (3.10), (3.17), (3.18) and Lemmas 3.6, 3.7, and 3.9 we have with probability 1 \Tm\2«tm + sm(loglogsJ/2.
Thus by (3.23), (3.25) bm = max(\Tm\2,ptmlogm)«sm(\oglogsm)X/1 a.s.
But this implies by (3.10), (3.18) and Lemma 3. 
